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Mon. May 4th - Fri. May 8th

ELA:

× Reading (30 min. each day)

× Storyworks Jr. Task

× Responding to Reading (1 prompt each day)

× Writing (20 min. every other day)

Math:

× Review (2 word problems each day)

× Fact Practice (10 min. each day)

× Challenge of the Week

Social Studies or Science
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Friendly Reminders
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We know this is not business as usual and every family is doing their best 

during unusual circumstances.

1. Home learning activities are suggested resources. We hope that 

students will engage with these optional activities to the extent possible.

2. No student work will be graded.

3. For some subjects, we included extra questions or prompts so that

you can choose what you would like to do. 

You do not need to complete them all!
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Reading – 30 minutes every day

Read a choice book or article! If you can, try to mix it up and read different 

genres, such as: fiction, non-fiction, or poetry.

1. Silently read.

2. Read aloud to a parent, sibling, pet, or stuffed animal.

3. Record yourself reading on an iPad or phone. Listen to yourself and 

practice your fluency.

4. Read along with the text while listening to an online book or article.

× Storyworks Jr.
× Epic!

5. Listen to an audiobook and retell to an adult.

× Audible

https://storyworksjr.scholastic.com/
https://www.getepic.com/sign-in
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
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Storyworks Jr.
Link: Storyworks Jr. (Please see e-mail for classroom password)

Directions: Please read the Storyworks Jr. article titled “Silver Dollar Dream" from the 

May/June 2020 edition. For this activity, you will read the article and write to respond.

To read the story, you may choose to:

1. Read the story online OR

2. Listen to story being read aloud by a Storyworks Jr. writer online

For your written response, you may choose to:

1. Reread the section “A Bad Fall.” Write to answer the question below: 

Why do you think Alex reaches for the coin in his pocket when he 

hears about Grandpa Nick’s fall? OR

2. Do the activity ”How a Character Changes.”

(The underlined activity is a link. You are welcome to print or use lined paper.)

https://storyworksjr.scholastic.com/issues/2019-20/050120/silver-dollar-dreams.html#tab1
https://storyworksjr.scholastic.com/content/dam/classroom-magazines/storyworksjr/issues/2019-20/050120/silver-dollar-dreams/STWJR-050120-Fiction-Character-VF.pdf
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Responding To What You Read
Each day you read, answer a question to practice your comprehension (understanding). To 

respond, you can choose to: talk it out, write down your response, do a drawing, or make a 
creative project!

Choices for responding to FICTION:

1. Select a quote or sentence from your reading that you liked. Why did you pick it and what does it 

make you think about?

2. Choose a part where you did not agree with how a character handled a situation?

How would you have handled it differently?

3. Who should or should not read this book? (Think: audience). Explain.

4. What parts of the book seem most believable? What parts seem unbelievable? Explain.

5. Do you think this book would make a good movie? What parts or characters would 

you add or remove?

6. Pretend you are the author and are planning to write a sequel to this book.

Explain what should happen.
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Responding To What You Read

Choices for responding to NONFICTION:

1. Create an award for this book. Explain the award and why this book received it.

2. Describe your favorite part of your book.

3. Imagine you were asked to co-author a nonfiction book. Create a picture (or add on to a 

picture already in your book using scrap paper or Post-its). What captions, labels, and details 

would you include in your picture to help teach about the topic?

4. What questions would you ask the author of your book?

5. Tell about the main idea of what you read today.

6. Would you recommend this book to a friend?

Give reasons for why or why not.

Each day you read, answer a question to practice your comprehension (understanding). To 

respond, you can choose to: talk it out, write down your response, do a drawing, or make a 
creative project!
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Writing – 20 minutes every other day

Choose a prompt to inspire your writing:

1. Write an informational piece about your nose. Think of the sections you will 
include. Some ideas include: what it looks like, parts of noses, what your nose 

does, what you can do with your nose, taking care of your nose, etc. If you don't 
feel like writing about your nose, you can write about your hand or your foot.

2. Make a poster to encourage people to wash their hands, or to teach them how 
to wash their hands properly.

3. Imagine you are going camping. Write to explain what supplies you would need 
and what you would need to do to get ready.

4. Can you remember a time that you could not stop laughing, even 
though you knew you should? Where were you? What were you 

doing? Who was there? Share the story of this funny moment.
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Math Review – Word Problems

Choose two problems to solve each day:

1. Mr. Parker has 982 pounds of grain.  He feeds 240 pounds to his pigs and 

460 to his cows. How much grain does he have left?

2. Hezekiah has four horses.  Each one eats 4 pounds of oats, twice a day.  

How many pounds of oats does he need to feed his horses for 3 days?

3. Matthew has 8 pencils.  Six of them do not have erasers at the end.  

What fraction of the pencils do not have erasers at the end? 
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Math Review – Word Problems

Choose two problems to solve each day:

4. Emily has a pizza that is cut into 4 slices.  Three of the slices have meatballs on 

them.  What fraction of the pizza has no meatballs?

5. There are some gloves in the lost-and-found box.  Arfaan counts the amount 

of each color.  Three gloves are black, 2 are red, 1 is white, and 1 is blue.  

What fraction of the gloves are black?

6. Darren has 32 pencils and 4 bags.  If he puts the same number of  

pencils in each bag, how many pencils will be in each bag?
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Math Review – Word Problems

Choose two problems to solve each day:

7. Grace has 35 books that she wants to shelve.  There are 5 bookshelves, and 

she wants each shelf to have an equal number of books.  How many books 

will go on each shelf?

8. Carlos found some loose change in an old jacket.  He found 5 quarters, 2 

dimes, 1 nickel, and 7 pennies.  How much money did Carlos find in his 

jacket altogether?

9. Shifa had a pizza that was divided into 8 slices.  She ate 3 of 

them.  Selim had an equally-sized pizza that was divided into 4 

slices.  He ate 3 of them.  Who ate more pizza?  Explain.
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Math Review – Word Problems

Choose two problems to solve each day:

10. Michelle spent 118 minutes reading last week and 173 minutes reading this 

week. How many minutes did she spend reading over those two weeks?

11. Katie goes to Wegmans and spends $31.50. She pays the cashier with a 

fifty-dollar bill.  How much change will Katie receive?

12. Kyong is reading a chapter book that has 426 pages.  He has already 

read 116 pages.  How many pages does he have left to read?
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Math – New Learning

Each third grade teacher has planned an at-home learning 

activity to support their class's new learning in math. The activities 

vary by teacher to best reflect what each class is learning 

about and the next steps in their instructional plan.

Please see your email attachment titled "May 4th Math Activity" 

for your child's directions and resources.
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Math Facts – 10 minutes each day

Please review your facts. You may choose:

× Addition facts (0-10)

× Subtraction facts (0-10)

× Multiplication facts (0-10)

× Previously learned facts

Start by setting a goal for yourself.

Practice! You may choose to:

1. Use/make flash cards

2. Use an app or online link

3. Play Zebra Multiplication Hunt game (see email attachment)

4. Complete Color by Product – Ladybug (see email attachment)



Online Resources
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You are welcome to use books or resources from home.

In case it’s helpful, we included some optional online resources:

1. MCE’s Websites We Use 
https://www.pittsfordschools.org/Page/3529

2. Links for Fact Practice

Around the World in 80 Seconds! (+, -, x, ÷ ) 

http://www.missmaggie.org/scholastic/roundtheworld_eng_launcher.html

Math Racer (+)

https://www.mathplayground.com/mathracer/mathracer_addition.htm

Subtraction Fruit Shoot (-)

http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/fruitshoot/fruit_shoot_subtraction.swf

Multiplication Picnic (x)

http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/earlymath/multiplicationPicnic.swf

Doggy Division Dinners (÷)

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/doggyDivision/index.html

https://www.pittsfordschools.org/Page/3529
http://www.missmaggie.org/scholastic/roundtheworld_eng_launcher.html
https://www.mathplayground.com/mathracer/mathracer_addition.htm
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/fruitshoot/fruit_shoot_subtraction.swf
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/earlymath/multiplicationPicnic.swf
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/doggyDivision/index.html
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Challenge of the Week!
If you are looking for a challenge, try your best to solve this optional extension question.

Superheroes Logic Grid
Solve this logic puzzle to find out the name, the 

age, and favorite superhero of each kid.

Clues:

1. Bryan likes Spiderman,
2. Tony doesn’t like Superman. 
3. The youngest kid likes Spiderman.
4. The kid who likes Superman is 8.
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Social Studies
Important Note: Please see the attachment titled “Social Studies – Time Capsule Task“ 

for your complete directions.

Preview: For this task, students will be making a living time capsule to preserve this time 

in history. Please:

1. Be sure that your family has chosen a time for this task. 

2. Think about your life right now. What about staying home from school do you 

want others to know about?

3. Brainstorm ideas for what you will create. 

4. Create your artifact.

5. Read the special directions for submitting (see attachment).

6. Submit your work to the Living Time Capsule Project.



We miss you!

Stay healthy & well!
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